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Rev. Moon: The True Meaning of the Messiah

The True Meaning
of the Messiah 

All the events we see in the recent years are expression of the changes happening in the spiritual world,
that affect the structures on the earth. All structures; political, financial, economical etc. They are all
collapsing and wandering how to survive. Heaven will no longer allow them to continue, Father Moon told us,
if they don't transform in service of humanity. 

Did we serve, embrace and donate Satanic people on the way? Yes, we did! But that's the Principle - you
serve the Cain side - now spiritually they have to obey God's side. Difficult to believe, but these are
universal principles that True Parents knew and followed. 

Exposure and Dismantling Satan's Matrix

Did Satan devised the biggest Conspiracy against God and humanity. Yes, he did! I wish it was a theory...
But DP is not a theory. Satan controlled the world with all it's structures. Courts, Politicians and
Corporations serve the Crown Corporation, controlled by Satan worshiping cult. That's how it was all
registered and functioning. Democracy was just to keep the illusion of freedom. 

In 1913 the Federal Reserve was passed by US Congress handing over America’s gold and silver
reserves and total control of America’s economy to the Rothschild banksters. The Federal Reserve
is a privately owned banking system that does not belong to America or Americans. The US
President and officials at the Congress are working for that Corporation and not for the American
people. This private Fed was controlling all the money in the world. Every country that tried to get out

was destroyed. Read more

Dr. Lee wrote about that Satanic network on earth - impossible to dismantle, even for Lucifer himself. God
never stopped working to liberate his children. But as you see, that's very, very difficult. Even members don't
understand how real the spiritual war is between Good and Evil.

Monetary System of Slavery and Control

If this system was dominated
by Satan, how is it now
changing after True Parents'
spiritual victory for God. 

Level 9 to 6 are now gone. Level
9, that was dominated by Lucifer,
is restored under God. Level 5 to
1 are undergoing cleaning and
reformation. See details below. 

The whole money system was created to keep humanity in eternal slavery. It's not an illusion. Lucifer gave
the right to certain dark bloodlines to use the magic of money from nothing, in exchange of them keeping
humanity to never develop spiritually, through constant suffering, wars, poverty, penalties, taxation and so
on, and so on. 

Now that Father Moon is in the spirit world, all the structures of the 
Satanic network on earth are becoming visible (exposed).

That's because the evil spirits can no longer support these structures. 
The opposite, the evil spirits are ordered to expose and dismantle all 
the Satanic network on earth.

People have to understand what the real meaning of Messiah is. Not 
an external, empty title. It's the power to Subjugate Satan, when one 
becomes a restored, true, perfected individual.
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It's all orchestrated theatre from the level of the controllers. Everything contributes to confusion, it's
never one reason, as they make you believe. The real goal is to create tension, creating more
refugees and more pain and suffering for the civilian population.

As S. Evans commented, "Most of us cannot fathom this kind of depravity and tend to deny its existence,
this is exactly the plan of this father of lies. Hidden in plain sight it’s continued nearly unabated." 
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Providential Years and Victories for God 

Few people on the top have controlled the earth for thousands of years under the direct
guidance of Lucifer. As we know, Lucifer stepped down in 1999. With no authority to rule, he had
to face God and start repenting. God's answer was to dismantle his satanic network on earth
before asking forgiveness. His subordinates still thought they can dominate the earth without his
guidance.

Thus, since 1998 his minions on earth have stopped receiving guidance about the future from
their demon musters. Project Looking Glass stopped working. Following that, their lies and
actions ultimately led to their demise. They could only see that after 2040 there is not even
trace of their existence.

By March 2007 the so called Black Nobility of the ruling Bloodlines were cut off by the Global
Repository, because everything on earth was already leveraged. Nothing was left to deposit.
Thus the financial crises began.

In 2012 their contract to rule over the world expired. FED was over, but they are not telling you.
And until now, most of these elite bloodlines (Cain blood, with no empathy) are gradually
removed from the face of the earth.

The Back-side of the Money Structure of Control
On top - Mardoke, Enki, Anu (non humans controlling the earth under Lucifer for 1000s of years) - gone
2016 (They were allocating the new money and giving the plans)
21 Parents - (lived very long) - most gone now
42 Ascended Musters (Human Demons/Baby eaters - Black Magic) 
Covens (giving the orders to the 2 fractions in the front system of control)

The Front System of Monetary Control
Dragon Families (Rothschild-Kazarians, Red-Black-Blue Dragon etc.) 
Their fixers - The Black Sun Cult (Military, Intelligence, Mafia, Masons)

In 2018 the contract of their Fixers (The Order of the Black Sun) also expired. They threatened
to release a deadly virus if not given the control by 2019. Thus, they extended it for 3 years with
the False Pandemic till 2021.

On 7 January, 2022 all registrations were canceled. No more FED, Governments, Royals. If they
continue to attack humanity, God will retaliate immediately. The war between Good and Evil is
soon to be over. Read more

That's why the White Hats regard Russian's recent actions as steps to abolish the Deep State
control, come out of this false Fiat monetary system and prevent the Cabal's plans for nuclear and
biological World War. 

Explanation: How the Control of the World Happened

The higher levels had access to deeper code levels of the Back-channel. There is a video by the new
Trustee of the Global Repository explaining how it all worked. (See) Search, KIM Goguen explaining why
the Cabal is broke and how they are dismantling it. (Report)

       Access Codes (Levels of access and control) 
 Designed to drain our energy, keep us under slavery and protect their authority

Level 9 - Global Repository (Mardoke)  
Level 5 - Pentagon               ---        Level 4 - Microsoft SS       
Level 6 - Federal Reserve    ---        Level 3 - VTX Ocean Wires        
Level 7 - Dragon Families   ---        Level 2 - NSA (5 Eyes Intel.)
Level 8 - Rothschild             ---       Level 1 - Your Bank          
(DRAGON FAMILIES) (BLACK SUN CULT) 

All Media, Politicians and other structures are under this central monetary system of control. Now that the
Back System was taken down, the Front System controlled by the Black Sun is trying to take the control.
But they only knew how to follow orders. And now, no orders come from the Demonic world. Many
structures of the Black Sun were also very compartmentalised so they may well tend to fight each other. 
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Ukraine War Providentially

Look at the war in Ukraine. Yes, big corruption - the normal people suffer. But can we see what's really
happening spiritually? See my previous report on the War.

As Unificationists we see - both Russian and Ukrainian people are victims of political games of the
Deep State (Cabal)

We can never forget that in a war both sides are God's children and both sides suffer. The Cabal that was
always behind both sides of all wars are those who benefit and enrich themselves. They are the ones we
want to see exposed and finally comprehended.
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Posted by ФЕДЕРАЦИЯ ЗА МИР 

Is Russia now on God's side or Satan's side?   

Did you hear, "Putin frees 35,000 children held captive in Ukraine. We will see more in the coming
weeks...." So, how God feels? Will God help him or the traffickers? Is God fulled by the lies of the media
and the false flag attacks insinuated by the Mercenaries?

"On the ground reporters... are finding all the terror attacks against civilians are originating from the
Ukrainian side. This missile attack blamed on Russia, for example, has been proven to be Ukrainian.
"

"German intelligence warned... foreign mercenaries in Odessa dressed in Russian army uniforms are
planning a massive terror attack to blame on Russia... will try to distract public attention from the
horrors (torturing children slaves to harvest adrenochrome etc.) being exposed at the massive
underground base in Mariupol, CIA sources say." Fulford

Yes, western Media is with the Nazis, but just look at the map, 80 to 90 % of the world are standing with
Russia. Why? Yes, Ukrainian Nazis killing Ukrainians for 8 years. We know that! Big patriots! Wow! Keep
sending them donations and they will keep the war forever. They keep exporting millions of refugees. Is that
a solution? 

I believe in TP and DP. I just write what the highest intel sources report on the situation. They know. We
don't. So what's the real providential News? What's important for God's providence? 

Illegal, dangerous Bio-Labs exposed and destroyed

Neo-Nazis who unpunished have killed innocent for 8 years are rounded

Underground tunnels with kidnapped children and experiments on humans taken down

Russia and number of allied nations transited away from the Rotchild-Khazarian Mafia
Bank system into a new gold-backed monetary system.

Possibly! Just possible, because we are yet to see; Russia will prevent the Cabal to create their own
Second Israel in Ukraine. I published video with their plans to restore Khazaria on the Ukraine's territory. I
wrote already about the history of Khazaria and their satanic ritual killings of children etc. 

Kristine - Comment:
I watched that interview with Israeli representative who talks about New Israel state on the territory of
Ukraine. Just wow! They are not hiding their plans. Few important points from that interview. 

1.They are planning to have there nuclear weapons in order to bomb all unfriendly nations around
(remember Zelensky talking about acquiring nuclear weapons? By the way Zelensky is a jew.) 
2.They want to make the Donbass territory a place of continuous conflict similar as Sector Gasa. 
3. This Israeli representative admits that Hollinwood and Las Vegas is run by Jews. (isn't Hollywood
and Las Vegas an industry of moral degradation propaganda?) 
4. They will change the names of cities on the New Israel territory. One of the cities will be called
Khazarsk! This is direct reference to Khazaria. 
5. They expect that when Putin will be replaced with more "democratic" president, Krimea will be
returned to New Israel. 6. And most shocking for me was this Israeli representatives gift to the
viewers of this interview: a high quality pornographic book! Doesn't this tell the standard of moral
values of these people! How can they claim to be Jews when they do not follow the 10
commandments.
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Kristine April 10, 2022 at 9:11 PM

I watched that interview with Israeli representative who talks about New Israel state on the territory of
Ukraine. Just wow! They are not hiding their plans. Few important points from that interview. 1.They are
planning to have there nuclear weapons in order to bomb all unfriendly nations around (remember
Zelensky talking about acquiring nuclear weapons? By the way Zelensky is a jew.) 2.They want to make
the Donbass territory a place of continuous conflict similar as Sector Gasa. 3. This Israeli representative
admits that Hollinwood and Las Vegas is run by Jews. (isn't Hollywood and Las Vegas an industry of
moral degradation propaganda?) 4. They will change the names of cities on the New Israel territory. One
of the cities will be called Khazarsk! This is direct reference to Khazaria. 5. They expect that when Putin
will be replaced with more "democratic" president, Krimea will be returned to New Israel. 6. And most
shocking for me was this Israeli representatives gift to the viewers of this interview: a high quality
pornographic book! Doesn't this tell the standard of moral values of these people! How can they claim to
be Jews when they do not follow the 10 commandments.
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Kristine April 10, 2022 at 9:21 PM

I was very disappointed when Sunhak prise was given to Astra Zeneca and Gavi (vaccine alliance which
collaborates with Gates foundation). By the way Mr. Barroso (chair of the Sunhak peace prize Committee)
is also chair of the board of Gavi (Conflict of interest?) and non-executive chairman of Goldman Sachs
Bank in London. But then I thought maybe this is the way of God, the way of Jacob who gave everything to
his brother who sought to kill him.
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Isabel C April 11, 2022 at 2:21 PM

Thank you for posting this important information. Sometimes I feel so hopeless, as everywhere people
just believe in what the tv shows and even in the church, no one speaks the way you do. Sometimes I feel
very tired in many ways.......Thank you very much
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ФЕДЕРАЦИЯ ЗА МИР April 11, 2022 at 2:26 PM

Be aware that numerous members support me and are getting in touch for advice. Many
things I report are beforehand discussed with many members that I respect and trust. Some
of them are leaders and missionaries with unquestionable faith and deep spirituality. 

We do have to understand that in different countries the Media misinformation can be very
strong and confusing some members. But such situations depend on the standing of the
particular nation and the personal responsibility of members to pray and discern the truth.
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